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13 Adventures
13 Laws in 13 Days
LionHearted Leadership™
inspired by nature’s King of Kings
An overland gold-route tour to the LionHeart. Organized by the Academy for LionHearted Leadership™
Led by Linda Tucker. In Support of the Global White Lion Protection Trust.
Arrival 4 February:
Ensure you get yourself from your specific part of the globe to OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg on Sunday 4
February 2018 no later than 11am flight arrival, and we will collect you from there.
Departure 16 February:
Make sure to book your return flights to depart no earlier than 9pm from OR Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg, to
coincide with the internal flight transfers.
Join Linda on her pioneering tour for the adventurous, which welcomes you to the magnificent White Lions in their Heartlands
as the Radiant center-piece of the overland journey - and culminates with the timeless whales and dolphins at a sacred site in
the Garden Route’s coastal region.
Career-coach, Mae Naude, and spiritual coach, Berry Gargan, will be co-facilitating with Linda Tucker.
We’re keeping numbers to a minimum. If you are considering joining us, please contact Berry at
execPA@lindatuckerfoundation.org

INVESTMENT:
Total: $4000
$3500 all inclusive of accommodation, catering, 13 Laws leadership training, and overland travel.
$500 for internal flights in South Africa.
**Please note:
1) Those wishing to take up the optional day’s excursion into the Kruger National Park should provide for an extra $130 (to be paid on the day)
2) Staff tips are not included. Recommended provision for guides and staff: $10 per day (at your discretion)
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13 Adventures
13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day One
Sunday 4th February
Johannesburg, Idle Winds, Magaliesberg Mountains
Arrival at OR Tambo International Airport ,Johannesburg :
International flights to arrive at OR Tambo International Airport no later than 9am.
Collection point: Southern Sun International Hotel (on the outside verandah) 5 min walk from International Arrivals:
Collection time: 2pm
Settle in for a relaxed afternoon:
Send your emails and whatsapps to family and friends, confirming your safe arrival. Then unplug from the grid, and disconnect from all
virtual technologies, as you prepare to ignite your LionHeart and reconnect with your true nature.
Sunset Intention Setting:
Linda Tucker presents an inspiring introduction to 13 Laws of LionHearted Leadership™.
1.

ORIGINATION

Follow your Pawprint

2.

APPRECIATION

Celebrate your Nature

3.

COMMUNICATION

Share the Roar

4.

NURTURANCE

Encourage fresh growth

5.

RADIATION

Protect your Lionheart

6.

REGENERATION

Serve Mother Earth

7.

COLLABORATION

Find your Pride

8.

AUTHENTICATION

Take full Responsibility

9.

CO-CREATION

Live your Dream

10.

GOVERNANCE

Steward your Resources

11.

LIBERATION

Uncage your Gift

12.

ASPIRATION

Rediscover the Stars

13.

ELIMINATION

Cleanse your Kingdom

Uncovering the origins of LionHearted Leadership™ through two historic figures - Hercules (Self-Service) and Androcles (Service), we
embark on our adventurous journey, starting with the key question: Why is the Lion The Leader of all Leadership symbols? And what
is the Way of the StarLion?
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Two
Monday 5th February
Johannesburg
1st Law of Origination
Full day excursion into the origin of our species, as we Follow our Pawprint, finding our own original path, while reestablishing our ancient contract with the great cats, with a visit to the Origins Centre and Sterkfontein Caves, where it all began…and begins again…
Sterkfontein caves are situated in ancient Magaliesberg Mountains, where significantly, deep in the bowels of the earth, gold seams
were discovered. The mines, deep underground, have been the source of Johannesburg’s wealth, and conflict. This prompts our key
comparison: Gold as Enlightenment vs Gold commercial commodity. At sunset, we lay the foundation of our understanding of the difference between service-based Leadership vs Leadership-as-self-service, exploring the 10th Law of Governance. We open the opportunity to restore our Sacred relationship with Money, Values and Value systems, Gold and Alchemy as we reevaluate our apex role
of stewarding our resources.

Day Three
Tuesday 6th February
Margsol Guesthouse in the Mist
2nd Law of Appreciation
Our overland journey takes us over spectacular mountain passes, including South Africa’s most dramatic Long-Tom pass, named after
the biggest cannon in the Anglo-Boer war. A context for lively consideration of our old patriarchal leadership regime vs the service
based “LionHearted” Leadership being birthed in our day and most especially through our unique training…
We conclude our travels at Margsol Guesthouse, a familiar cosy retreat nestled in the mist belt (booked exclusively for the group).
This characterful colonial guesthouse was one of the very first in the region, and was the place where famous naturalist Eugene Marais wrote his books “Soul of the White Ant” and “Soul of the Ape” - the first of their genre, investigating the power of the collective
mind. Linda Tucker spent some of her early childhood here.
Day ends with 3 course Vegan Meal: Lesson in taste, texture, variety, nutrition, abundance – a delightful opportunity to exercise our
application of the 2nd Law of Appreciation.
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13 Adventures
13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Four
Wednesday 7th February
Margsol - Barberton gold sites

3rd Law of Communication
Mitch’s Wildlife Rehab Centre, Barberton Mountainlands
Our key focus on this day’s adventure is to deepen our telepathic communication with the animals at an ethical rescue center. The 3rd
Law takes heart-to-heart communication across the species barrier, using long-forgotten technologies of the heart. Our journeying
takes us over more spectacular panoramic views to Barberton crater, site of first life and first gold, lining up with the Golden Meridian
of First Time, known to the ancient Egyptians as Zep Tepi, wherein are hidden the legendary King Solomon’s mines. Linda explores the
link between gold and life, the Solar Logos and Stellar Logos, on the earth’s central axis: Axis Mundi..
We conclude our day a with a spectacular sunset and sun-downers at “Orange Restaurant”, before returning for a quiet fire-side dinner
home-from-home at Margsol Guesthouse.
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13 Adventures
13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary

Day Five
Thursday 8th February
Arrival at Tsau - through the Dragon Mountains

4th Law of Nurturance and 5th Law of Radiance
We set out early on another spectacular journey through the panoramic route, followed by pilgrims in search of gold before us, to
spectacular sites such as God’s Window, Three Rondavels and the Bourke’s Luck Potholes.
We continue along the golden ley-line of the Nilotic Meridian up the tail of the Drakensburg (Dragon) Mountains, a massive tectonic
plate which links with the East African Rift Valley, following part of the route of the great elephants who walk the ley-line in their
migration. We stop-off at a truly unique spot called Potluck where the group can break the day with a gentle amble along a pristine river
course, also known as “the place of the Golden Dragon” where gold nuggets were found in the lava potholes, and the Dragon is believed
to have laid her golden eggs…
Rejuvenated and ready to encourage fresh growth in ourselves and others through the powerful 4th Law of Nurturance, we find ourselves on the cusp of the Kruger to Canyons Biosphere, declared by the United Nations as the world’s third largest biosphere region. It
is here, at the epicenter of this massive nature reserve region, in precise alignment with the great Sphinx of Giza due North, that the
fabled White Lions were birthed by miraculous natural occurrence.

We drop down over the edge of the escarpment at sunset to arrive at Tsau, the White Lions’ heartland, where we are welcomed for a
traditional meal around the fire.
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Six
Friday 9th February
Tsau – White Lion Heartlands
At the epicentre of the massive nature reserve region known as the Kruger to Canyons
Biosphere, in precise alignment with the great Sphinx of Giza due North, the fabled White
Lions were birthed by miraculous natural occurrence. Declared a “sacred site”, by African
Kings for many hundreds of years, due to the mysterious occurrence of snow white lions in
this region only, the name Timbavati means “the Place where the Starlions came down….”
Steeped in the 5th Law of Radiance, meet the Children of the Sun free roaming on their
ancient ancestral heartlands.

Picnic under the Giant Fig Tree and walk the riverine to the Rock Star Lion monument, on
the plateau now redesigned by renowned sculptor, Andries Botha, with an ascension spire
aligning on the gold line of Giza.
Commune with the White Lions during daily dawn and dusk scientific tracking and monitoring of the Royal Prides. Delicious, healthy
and often traditional meals, prepared by our Shangaan Chef, will be savoured at Camp Unicorn .
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Seven
Saturday 10th February
Tsau – White Lion Heartlands

7th, 8th & 9th Laws; Collaboration, Authentication, Co-Creation

Rise with the sun for a tracking excursion into White Lion territories, meet the Kings and Queens of the animal kingdom, and head for
the lands in the South, Mbube, named after the LionStar in the Belt of Orion.
Meet your StarLion Guardian, become inspired by the Children’s Creation Story and continue your adventures now on the inner planes.
Fun Exercises in the 7th, 8th and 9th Laws of LionHearted Leadership™ together with kids from our StarLion centers .
Timbavati Riverine Walk - dreaming with the Creator and Creation, in the 9th Law of Co-Creation ending our day with the magnificent
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Eight
Sunday 11th February
Tsau – White Lion Heartlands (Optional excursion into the Kruger National Park (additional $130))

11th Law of Liberation
An invigorating day with an invitation to explore the 11th Law of Liberation, as we “uncage our Gifts” and envision how to share them
with the world - whether you choose to indulge in another exciting day’s excursion, or opt for day of rest and relaxed creative
dream-visioning in the woodlands at Camp Unicorn.

Early morning rise for Full Day Excursion to Kruger National Park

The world-famous Kruger National Park is one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots. Every species of South African animal can be seen
in this wilderness area, which is near to Tsau. Our driver guides will take us on an unforgettable all-day meander through the elephant,
giraffe, zebra and antelope populated savannah lands of Kruger, dotted by rivers and ponds where crocodiles and hippos emerge to
sun themselves. Whatever you may see is a blessing from the great creative Force that is Mother Nature; do not be limited by expectations of viewing the so-called “Big Five”, any encounter with creatures in their natural eco-system is a profound privilege. As “King
of Kings”, the White Lion is the true “Apex Predator”, or “capstone species”, at the tip of the pyramid of life, governor of all other creators great and small in these wilderness lands.
Stop-off at a full-service rest stop with food court for lunch and shopping at the large gift shop.
After a rich day’s experience, we are welcomed back to Camp Unicorn with a delicious supper and tranquil evening’s “story-telling,
sharing and integrating our personal connections with Nature around the camp fire under the star-studded African skies. No better
way to prepare us for tomorrow’s journey into the 12th Law of Aspiration: Rediscover the Stars.
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Day Nine
Monday 12th February
Tsau – White Lion Heartlands

12th Law of Aspiration
Out to Lions in silence, as the rising sun on this day deepens an application of all the Laws learned, and preparing ourselves to embrace
our “Star” potential. We enter into the realm of deep silent fasting, journeying deeper into the power of silence: How to communicate,
listen, hear, comprehend, and appreciate your natural environment at many levels previously unseen, unheard, ignored and unappreciated. Use this time to journal and reflect on what kind of pawprint you want to make in the world.
Golden sunset as honored guests of the Royal Family in their pridelands: communing with the Lionheart in deep silence tapping into the
cosmic Heartbeat

Silence/Fast/Night guarding the central fire under the Stars
at RockStar.
After-dinner sleep-out:
White Lion dreaming under the star-spangled African night. A
glimpse of 12th Law of Aspiration: your star potential, or, in
LionHearted Leadership™ training, your StarLion potential.
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
Day Ten
Tuesday 13th February
Tsau to Keurboomstrand

Break the silence over morning coffee around the fire, with anecdotal sharing, and reflect on messages received from the Great River
of Stars overnight, in the Place where the StarLions came down and the importance of passing on the flame.
From the Heartland of the animal kingdom and the epicenter of the earth’s landmasses, we head to the coast to conclude our
adventures. After lunch, we catch an internal flight to South Africa’s amazing Garden route – a true Garden of Eden.

Day Eleven
Wednesday 14th February
Keurboomstrand
6th Law Regeneration
Deep regenerative rest as we settle into Keurboomstrand - the beautiful seaside destination at the Delta of the underground Nilotic
river of gold. Two days of bliss as we reconnect with the Great Mothers, restoring ourselves and our true natures whilst serving Nature.
As we walk the pristine beaches we remind ourselves of our commitment to life and the eternal process of renewal. In the presence of
the whales, ancient Akashic record keepers, we reconnect with our purpose and restore our motivation to serve the Great Plan.

Day Twelve
Thursday 15th February
Majes River rock shelter and Cathedral Rock

13th Law of Elimination
We walk through pristine forests to an ancient rock shelter at the Majes River mouth which overlooks the sacred Cathedral Rock. Remembering our origin we revisit all the laws deciding what to shed, clear and eliminate from our lives so that we can embrace our
highest future. In deep ceremony and in perfect alignment, we release all that no longer serves the Great Plan in preparation for the
return journey.
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13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
The 13 Adventures were perfectly timed to culminate with the solar eclipse, ensuring that the
trainings in Elimination and Regeneration prepare participants for positive life-changing events
in your life and environment, going forward. The powerful solar eclipse at this time takes place
on the Leo-Aquarius Axis, harmonizing with the leadership signatures you are helping to birth
through the 13 Laws of LionHearted Leadership. This is the Way of the StarLion…the way of
the future. In LionHearted Leadership training, we refer to this process as: A-Lion-Ment.
Assisted by the expertize of Leadership Academy Faculty Member, depth-psychologist Mae Naude, we conclude our journey with the
13th Law of LionHearted Leadership™: Elimination: “Cleanse your Kingdom”. This powerful Law assists all the others. No better setting
as you walk these pristine shores, where your footprint charts your unique route in preparation for your return journey, helping you to
understand what you need to shed from your life - to step into your purpose. The 13th Law of Elimination concludes with the Solar
Eclipse, as we leave we prepare to behind unwanted baggage and return, enlightened, homeward bound.

Day Thirteen
Friday 16th February
Keurboomstrand - Departure
After breakfast, our group gathers for reorientation and intention-setting for re-entry into the “world” with renewed physical and
emotional resilience, and a healthy reliance on pride teamwork.
And after 13 days of following your own pawprints from Origination to Rediscovery of your star potential (1st to 12th Law of
LionHearted Leadership), you are well on the way to re-aligning with your true destiny.
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13 Adventures
13 Laws in 13 Days
Itinerary
You “unplugged” on Day 1, leaving technology behind... Now reconnect! Technology now serves your LionHearted Leadership™
purpose rather than you being enslaved to technology.
Safe travels as you board your flight back to Johannesburg, to connect with your international flights home.
Academy of LionHearted Leadership offers a 20% discount to those signed up for:
1. Wynter Worsthorne’s workshop: Communication is the 3rd Law of LionHearted Leadership, and this workshop takes you deep
into Heart-to-Heart communication training (28 Jan - 4 Feb)
2. Beth Duncan and Julie Line’s (accredited LionHearted Leadership Practitioners) Connecting To The Heart Retreat - introducing
the 13 Laws. (9 June - 18 June.)
3. Participants in year-end Academy 2018 (22 No-22 Dec)
Essential reading:
● LionHearted Leadership: The 13 Laws - Linda Tucker
Recommended reading:
● Mystery of the White Lions (2001) - Linda Tucker
● Saving the White Lions (2013) - Linda Tucker
Please refer to these links for more information on the Global White Lion Protection Trust:
http://www.whitelions.org
http://thegoodholiday.com/white-lions-timbavati/
** Please note **
● This itinerary is not set in stone, it may change depending on the weather, the people and most importantly, the animals.
● This 13 Adventures tour offered as an authentic eco-educational and inspirational opportunity for those wishing to be introduced to the 13 Laws of
LionHearted Leadership.
● Each day begins with an optional sacred practice, to heighten the embodiment of the 5th Law of LionHearted Leadership™ (Radiance)
● The White Lion Heartlands was declared a sacred site by African kings many hundreds of years before the Kruger was classified a National Park. Please
observe the Code of Conduct for physical entry to the site, as well as strict safety and security protocols regarding access the White Lions.
● Our scientific monitoring vehicles do not intrude on the White Lions’ space, and we ensure that we keep our voices as low as possible when approaching them
in the wild. Contact with the White Lions is a non-photographic experience and we avoid taking cameras, or other photographic and electronic equipment
into their environment. Instead, guests are invited to enter into the magic of their natural existence and share its timeless beauty.
● You are welcome to bring sacred objects, but nothing may be laid on the land or removed from the land without permission.
● Magnificent photographic studies of the White Lions and other mementos are available. 100% of proceeds go directly to the protection of the White Lions
in their natural habitat.
● Due to our safety protocols, please note Camp Unicorn is an alcohol-free zone.
● Please visit your medical practitioner for advice before entering a malaria area.

